24-W cryogenically cooled Nd:YAG monolithic 946-nm laser with a slope efficiency >70%
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Abstract: A high-power efficient monolithic Nd:YAG 946-nm laser is demonstrated at the cryogenic temperature. By exploring the absorption and the fluorescence spectra of the Nd:YAG crystal, it reveals the fact that the absorption bandwidth at 808 nm is narrowing and the fluorescence intensity at 1061 nm is significantly enhanced when the temperature is decreased. The temperature dependence of the lasing threshold at 946 nm is found to display a minimum value near a temperature of 170 K. At an incident pump power of 34.5 W, the local heating leads the optimum temperature to be approximately 120 K and the maximum output power can reach 24.4 W with the conversion efficiency of 71% as well as the slope efficiency up to 75%.
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1. Introduction

High power 946-nm lasers generated from Nd:YAG crystals have been used in many applications such as in pumping Yb-doped materials and measuring the absorption of water vapor. It is relatively difficult to obtain an efficient 946-nm Nd:YAG laser because of the characteristics of the quasi-three-level transition as well as the extremely small stimulated emission cross section compared with those near 1064 nm and 1320 nm [1]. As a result, introducing high loss at near 1064 nm and 1320 nm for the laser cavity and carefully spreading heat on the gain medium were two main requirements to generate an efficient 946-nm Nd:YAG laser [2–8]. In 2006, Zhou et al. have demonstrated a 15.2-W 946-nm laser with conversion efficiency of 37.8% by utilizing a composite Nd:YAG rod with a cooling temperature of 276 K. However, the output beam quality (M$^{2} = 15$) was suffering from the heat accumulated from a 40-W high power pumping. So far, the output performance of the 946-nm operation was still significantly inferior to that in the 1064-nm operation, which typically has up to 50-% conversion efficiency with excellent beam quality (M$^{2} < 1.5$).

In the past few years, several works have shown that cryogenic cooling for the gain medium can effectively enhance the output performance of quasi-three-level lasers [9–19]. The enhancement mainly comes from the fact that the thermal population of the lower laser level can be efficiently reduced to decrease the lasing threshold. In addition, since the thermooptic properties of the gain medium can be considerably improved at lower temperatures [19,20], not only the power scaling but also the beam quality refining can be simultaneously achieved for the quasi-three-level laser. Although numerous works have demonstrated the enhanced performance in the Yb-doped laser with cryogenic cooling, few of them have paid attention to the Nd-doped laser. In 1969, Wallace et al. have observed the temperature dependence of 946-nm pulse laser from 230 K to 290 K for the first time [21]. Recently, a 3.8-W continuous-wave 946-nm Nd:YAG laser has been demonstrated by Yoon et al. at cryogenic temperature with a conversion efficiency of 30% and a slope efficiency of 47% with respect to the absorbed pump power [22]. However, the experimental configuration suffered the extra losses from the cryostat chamber that was putted inside the laser cavity. Therefore, there is plenty of room to upgrade the efficiency of the Nd:YAG 946-nm laser under cryogenic cooling.

In this work, we design a coated Nd:YAG crystal to form a monolithic 946-nm laser for exploring the output performance without suffering additional losses under cryogenic cooling in the temperature range of 90 K to 290 K. The stimulated absorption and the spontaneous fluorescence spectra of the Nd:YAG crystal are first explored in the temperature range from...
90 K to 290 K. We observe the narrowing of the absorption bandwidth at 808 nm and the significantly enhancement of the fluorescence intensity at 1061 nm when the temperature is lower than 170 K [22–27]. The temperature dependence of the lasing threshold at 946 nm is further found to display a minimum value at a temperature near 170 K. Due to the local heating effect, the optimum temperature for obtaining the highest output power under a fixed pump power is found to change gradually from 170 K to 150 K for a pump power of 17.3 W. Experimental results reveal that at an incident pump power of 17.3 W, the highest output power can reach 8.9 W. Finally, we utilize a 35-W high power pump diode to scale up the output power of the monolithic Nd:YAG laser. The output power is up to 24.4 W with the incident pump power of 34.5 W. The optimal temperature decrease to 120 K and the conversion efficiency reached 71% and the slope efficiency is up to 75%.

2. Experimental setup

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of the Nd:YAG laser at cryogenic temperature. We mounted the laser crystal in an oxygen-free copper holder with indium foil to improve the heat spreading efficiency. The copper block was attached to the cold finger of the temperature-controlled cryostat (VPF-100, Janis Research Co.) and placed in a vacuum chamber. We utilized a calibrated Pt-Au thermocouple on the material surface with a nanovoltmeter (Lake Shore 331) to measure the temperature. A 20-W 808-nm fiber-coupled laser diode (Coherent) with a 600-μm fiber core diameter and a numerical aperture of 0.16 was used as the pump source. The pump light was reimagined into the laser crystal through a focusing lens pair with focusing lengths of 50 mm and 25 mm to form a pump spot radius of approximately 150 μm on the laser crystal. The coupling efficiency of the focusing lens pair was approximately 85%, which reduced the maximum pump power to be approximately 17 W. We utilized a 1.1-at.%-doped Nd:YAG crystal coated with monolithic cavity on two flat end surfaces to efficiently generate the 946-nm laser. The length of the gain medium was 6 mm and the transverse aperture was 3 × 3 mm². The first facet of the Nd:YAG crystal was coated with high reflectivity (HR, R > 99.9%) at 946 nm and high transmission (HT, T > 95%) at 808 nm, 1064 nm and 1320 nm. The second facet of the gain medium was coated with partial reflection at 946 nm (R = 97%) and high transmission at 1064 nm and 1320 nm.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the cryogenically cooled Nd:YAG laser.

At first, we explored the stimulated absorption and the spontaneous fluorescence for the Nd:YAG crystal at cryogenic temperature. A gain medium with both facets coated to be anti-reflective (AR, R < 0.2%) at 808 nm, 946 nm, 1064 nm and 1320 nm was utilized for the measurement of absorption and fluorescence spectra. The length of the gain medium was 2 mm and the transverse aperture was 3 × 3 mm². We used an optical spectrum analyzer (Advantest Q8381A) with a resolution of 0.1 nm to monitor the optical spectrum. To observe the absorption spectra from the Nd:YAG crystal, we utilized the broadband amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from the laser diode operated below the lasing threshold and recorded the ASE spectrum with and without gain medium [22]. Figure 2(a) shows the absorption spectra of the Nd:YAG crystal from 290 K to 90 K. We can observe from Fig. 2(a) that although the absorption rate around 808 nm is increased with the decreasing of the temperature, the bandwidth of the absorption spectrum is narrowing. The tendency of the
absorbed ratio at low temperature was similar to the observation of absorption cross section in [23]. We believed that the difference may come from the utilizing of a coupling lens for collecting the residual pump light in [23]. Since the spectra linewidth for the pump laser diode is approximately 2 nm, the narrowing of the absorption bandwidth will reduce the overall absorption efficiency. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) display the spontaneous fluorescence at \( ^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2} \) and \( ^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{11/2} \) transitions from the Nd:YAG crystal pumped with a low power of approximately 2 W. From Fig. 2(b), we find that the fluorescence intensity at 946 nm is enhanced with the decreasing of the temperature. On the other hand, Fig. 2(c) reveals that the fluorescence intensity at 1061 nm is enlarged more significant especially for the temperature lower than 170 K. The experimental results of the fluorescence spectra were nearly the same as those observed in [23].

Fig. 2. (a) The absorption spectra and the spontaneous fluorescence spectra of the Nd:YAG crystal for (b) the \( ^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2} \) transition and (c) the \( ^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{11/2} \) transition at 290 K, 230 K, 170 K, 110 K, 90 K, and 70 K.

After exploring the absorption and fluorescence spectra of the Nd:YAG crystal, we investigated the output performance for the 946-nm Nd:YAG laser at cryogenic temperature by replacing the gain medium with the monolithic cavity. The threshold pump power of the 946-nm laser is depicted in Fig. 3. The 946-nm threshold pump power at 290 K was found to be approximately 4.1 W. When we adjusted the temperature from 290 K to 90 K, the threshold power at 946 nm displayed a minimum value of approximately 1.2 W near a temperature of 170 K. At a cryogenic temperature of 90 K, the threshold pump power increased to approximately 3.1 W. Since the absorption efficiency was depended on the temperature, we further draw the threshold pump power represented by the absorbed power in Fig. 3. By considering the overlapping of the pump and absorption bandwidth, the absorption efficiency was calculated to be 96% at 290 K and 86% at 90 K. We believed that the improvement of the absorption efficiency at low temperature compared with the results in [22], 48%, came from the shorter linewidth of the laser diode. As a result, selecting a pump diode with a narrow emission linewidth is important for the cryogenic Nd:YAG laser. The result of pump threshold showed that it appeared an optimal temperature for the cryogenically cooled 946-nm laser. The significant enhancement of the fluorescence intensity near 1061 nm at cryogenic temperature is possible to limit the optimal output performance for the 946-nm monolithic Nd:YAG laser by the strong ASE effect [27]. However, the reason for the lasing threshold of the 946-nm laser displaying a minimum value should be further explored with more detail experimental results.
Figure 4 displays the output powers at 946 nm with respect to the temperature under numerous fixed pump powers. We found out that due to the local heating from the pump source, the optimal temperature for the laser output power changed gradually from 170 K to 150 K with the increasing of the incident pump power. The output power at 946 nm under the incident pump power of 17.3 W showed a significant improvement from 3.4 W to the maximum value of 8.9 W when we adjusted the temperature from 290 K to 150 K. Transverse distributions of the 946-nm laser at 290 K and 150 K with the incident pump power of 17.3 W are showed in Fig. 5. The comparison between the top-hat and nearly Gaussian distributions at 290 K and 150 K reveals a great improvement for the laser beam quality at lower temperature. The beam quality factor at 150 K was found to be approximately 1.2 by measuring the product of the beam waist and the divergence angle of the laser beam after a 20-mm focusing lens. Finally, we utilized a pump diode with a maximum incident pump power of 34.5 W for power scaling. The experimental result is depicted in Fig. 6. The output power at 946 nm was scaled up to 24.4 W at the incident pump power of 34.5 W. The conversion efficiency can reach 71% and the slope efficiency was up to 75%. The optimal temperature at the incident pump power of 34.5 W decreased to 120 K since the optimal temperature will decrease with the increasing of the pump power. We further plot the output power with respect to the absorbed pump power in Fig. 6. In comparison with results in [22] that 30% conversion efficiency and 47% slope efficiency were achieved, the conversion efficiency and the slope efficiency with respect to the absorbed pump power in our experiment reached 78% and 82%, respectively. The beam quality factor measured at 34.5-W pump power and 120 K was approximately 1.8. We also found that the central peak of the 946-nm laser would shift toward the longer wavelength with a shifting rate of approximately $1.25 \times 10^{-3}$ nm K$^{-1}$ when the temperature was decreased. The lasing spectrum at 120 K is showed in the inset of Fig. 6.
4. Conclusion

In conclusions, we have demonstrated a highly efficient cryogenically cooled Nd:YAG 946-nm laser with a monolithic cavity to improve the output performance. An optimal temperature of 170 K is observed for the lasing threshold of the 946-nm laser with the minimum value of 1.2 W in the temperature range from 90 K to 290 K. We have explored the temperature dependence of the absorption spectra and the fluorescence spectra for the Nd:YAG crystal to investigate the reason for the relationship of the lasing threshold at 946 nm showing an optimum value. It reveals the fact that the absorption bandwidth is narrowing when the temperature is decreased. Furthermore, a strong ASE effect may be induced by the significant enhancement of the fluorescence intensity at 1061 nm with the temperature lower than 170 K. However, the actual reason for the monolithic 946-nm Nd:YAG laser having an optimal temperature at cryogenic temperature should be further investigated with more detail experimental results. For the output power of the 946-nm operation, the optimum value with the incident pump power of 17.3 W is obtained at a lower temperature of 150 K due to the local heating from the pump power. The laser output beam quality is also found to be improved at the cryogenic temperature. To scale up the output power, a 34.5-W laser diode is used as the pump source. The maximum output power for the 946-nm laser reaches 24.4 W at the incident pump power of 34.5 W with the conversion efficiency of 71% and the slope efficiency up to 75%. To the best of our knowledge, it is the highest output power and the highest conversion efficiency for the 946-nm operation.
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